FEDERAL LAW NO. 302-FZ OF DECEMBER 1, 2007 ON THE
INTRODUCTION OF AMENDMENTS TO ARTICLE 8 OF THE FEDERAL
LAW ON THE STATE REGULATION OF THE PRODUCTION AND SALE
OF ETHYL ALCOHOL, ALCOHOLIC DRINKS AND SPIRIT-CONTAINING
ARTICLES

Adopted by the State Duma on November 16, 2007
Ratified by the Federation Council on November 23, 2007

Article 1
The following amendments shall be introduced to Item 2.1 in Article 8
of Federal Law No. 171-FZ of November 22, 1995 on the State Regulation
of the Production and Sale of Ethyl Alcohol, Alcoholic Drinks and Spirit-
containing Articles (in the wording of Federal Law No. 18-FZ of January 7,
1999) (Sobranie Zakonodatelstva Rossiyskoy Federatsii No. 48, 1995,
item 4553; No. 2, 1999, item 245; No. 30, 2003, item 3026; No. 45, 2004,
item 4377; No. 30, 2005, item 3113; No. 1, 2006, item 20; No. 1, 2007, item
11; No. 31, 2007, item 3994):
1) in Subitem 2 the words "products. The Government of the Russian
Federation shall have the right to determine the maximal volume of the
purchase of ethyl alcohol, alcoholic drinks and spirit-containing articles for
the said purposes" shall be replaced by the word "products";
2) the text shall be supplemented with Subitem 5 that reads as
follows:
"5) the purchase, storage and delivery of alcoholic drinks and spirit-
containing articles, except for the accounting of the volume of the
purchase, storage and delivery of the said products in the organisations
putting out alcoholic drinks and spirit-containing products on the territory of
the Russian Federation and/or the importation of these drinks and products
to the Russian Federation".

Article 2
The present Federal Law shall come into force since January 1,
2008.
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